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QUESTION 1

In a team of threat analysts, two individuals were competing over projecting their own hypotheses on a given malware.
However, to find logical proofs to confirm their hypotheses, the threat intelligence manager used a de-biasing strategy
that involves learning strategic decision making in the circumstances comprising multistep interactions with numerous
representatives, either having or without any perfect relevant information. 

Which of the following de-biasing strategies the threat intelligence manager used to confirm their hypotheses? 

A. Game theory 

B. Machine learning 

C. Decision theory 

D. Cognitive psychology 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Michael, a threat analyst, works in an organization named TechTop, was asked to conduct a cyber-threat intelligence
analysis. After obtaining information regarding threats, he has started analyzing the information and understanding the
nature of the threats. 

What stage of the cyber-threat intelligence is Michael currently in? 

A. Unknown unknowns 

B. Unknowns unknown 

C. Known unknowns 

D. Known knowns 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Bob, a threat analyst, works in an organization named TechTop. He was asked to collect intelligence to fulfil the needs
and requirements of the Red Tam present within the organization. Which of the following are the needs of a RedTeam? 

A. Intelligence related to increased attacks targeting a particular software or operating system vulnerability 

B. Intelligence on latest vulnerabilities, threat actors, and their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) 

C. Intelligence extracted latest attacks analysis on similar organizations, which includes details about latest threats and
TTPs 

D. Intelligence that reveals risks related to various strategic business decisions 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Enrage Tech Company hired Enrique, a security analyst, for performing threat intelligence analysis. While performing
data collection process, he used a counterintelligence mechanism where a recursive DNS server is employed to
perform interserver DNS communication and when a request is generated from any name server to the recursive DNS
server, the recursive DNS servers log the responses that are received. Then it replicates the logged data and stores the
data in the central database. Using these logs, he analyzed the malicious attempts that took place over DNS
infrastructure. 

Which of the following cyber counterintelligence (CCI) gathering technique has Enrique used for data collection? 

A. Data collection through passive DNS monitoring 

B. Data collection through DNS interrogation 

C. Data collection through DNS zone transfer 

D. Data collection through dynamic DNS (DDNS) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Tyrion, a professional hacker, is targeting an organization to steal confidential information. He wants to perform website
footprinting to obtain the following information, which is hidden in the web page header. Connection status and content
type Accept-ranges and last-modified information X-powered-by information Web server in use and its version Which of
the following tools should the Tyrion use to view header content? 

A. Hydra 

B. AutoShun 

C. Vanguard enforcer 

D. Burp suite 

Correct Answer: D 
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